Folding tables
Ideal for meetings, restaurant and
events of every kind

TOP-Turn
Never have you set up tables
faster and easier
The “TOP-Turn” folding table has an especially clever folding
system. You simply pull the tie rod underneath the table and
you can turn the “TOP-Turn” by 95 deg. The tabletop locks
into this position automatically. And equally fast you can
tip the tabletop down again. And here it locks into place
automatically as well.
„By the way, “TOP-Turn” is the only folding table in our
range that “can move”. On account of its large and stable
rollers you can push the table very easily across any kind of
underground. At the requested location you simply lock the
two castors and the “TOP-Turn” stands dead certain. Due
to this fact a single person can set up tables in rooms all by
him or herself.
The single-column fitting of the “TOP-Turn” does not only
look stylish, by the way. When storing you save a lot of
space as the tables can be placed right next to each other.
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The chromium-plated pedestal of the table consists of a
filigree but robust steel pipe. Upon request, the steel parts of
the “TOP-Turn” can be provided with satin chromium-plated
and powder-coated surface (in all RAL colours).
Upon request, we can fit your “TOP-Turn” with hinged power
/ data modules, frame connectors or panel holders.

A single person can set up tables
in rooms all alone.
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TOP-Turn at a glance
Height
Width / length
Thickness
Table shape

73 cm
40 - 80 cm / 120 - 180 cm
approx. 30 mm
square, rectangular

Fig. (1): Pull the rod and fold up the tabletop without any problems.
Fig. (2): When folded up the “TOP-Turn” needs a minimum of space only.

Easily extended
In a few simple steps you can extend the tables “Dialogue”,
“Meeting” and “Relaunch” into entire table landscapes.
For this purpose, simply push the corresponding tabletop
extensions into the receptacles provided.

Edge veneers
Every folding table is available with ABS edge veneer, PVC
edge veneer, solid wood veneer or beechwood frames.
Tone-in-tone or in contrasting colours. Upon request we
can also offer your table edges with chamfered edges.

Decorative colours freely selectable
The tabletops of our folding tables are available in all
standard colours or wood reproductions. Ask your specialist
dealers about which options there are.

Dialog
The perfect solution for the quick dialogue
with totally individual shapes
This “slender” conference table is produced in series with
high-quality PVC edge veneer or ABS edging.
We supply the sturdy tabletop in the colours ivory or pastel
grey (particle board, coated, MS2 quality) ex works. Upon
request, however, surfaces made of Thermopal or of the
FunderMax collection can be provided as well. Patterns of
other manufacturers are offered upon request as well.

Rectangular, square, triangular, round,
trapezoidal or semi-circular – just as
you wish!

All tabletops are provided with two aluminium T profiles for
reinforcement on the lower side. This makes the tabletop
very robust and dimensionally stable.

Dialog at a glance

Fig. (1): A “round-table” can be set up in a
few simple steps.

Height
73 cm
Width / length 45 - 120 cm / 80 - 180 cm
Stickness
approx. 20 mm
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Meeting
The noble conference table with surround
beechwood edge
The “Meeting” folding table is the big brother of the “Dialog”
model. The special feature is its surround beechwood edge
which give it its special and massive appearance.
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The surround noble beechwood edge
is standard!

The stable fittings complete the high-quality picture. They
can be supplied with chromium-plated and powder-coated
surfaces in all RAL colours.

Meeting at a glance
Height
Width / lenght
Thickness
These folding tables can be provided with T or H fittings.

Patented T and H fittings
Folding tables with these fittings have stable plastic caps
which protect the floor against scratches. In addition, they
avoid damages of the tabletops when stacking the folding
tables.

Adjustable in height
Upon request, we supply our T and H fittings with heightadjustable plastic caps. These caps compensate unevenness
of the floor in any easy way.

Table shape

73 cm
40 - 80 cm / 120 - 180 cm
approx. 20 mm
(edge 70 mm in height)
rectangular and trapezoidal

Gentle stacking buffer
In order to protect the valuable tabletops from being
scratched when being stacked we have integrated practical
stacking blocks. Upon request we supply the stacking buffers
in a high-quality chromium-plated version.

Relaunch
The folding table with the newly
designed mounting brackets
“Relaunch” is a further development of the tried and tested
model “Dialogue”. The special feature is its metal mounting
brackets slanted by 45 deg. At the same time they
are used as spacer when stacking the tables and thus
are hardly visible anymore. For this reason the
stacking height is only 7 cm.
As from a table dimension of 160 cm, the table is
completely foldable and stackable. Most certainly
the “Relaunch” brackets can be used for smaller
tables as well, but they have to be transported and
stored upright.

45 deg. metal mounting brackets as
spacer and for perfect stacking
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Relaunch at a glance

Like the “Dialogue”, the “Relaunch” comes in all kinds of
shapes.

Height
Width / lenght
Thickness

73 cm
40 - 80 cm / 120 - 180 cm
approx. 20 mm

Media
Conference folding table with integrated
media infrastructure
On account of the practical power and media connector,
the “Media” folding table meets all prerequisites for use as
meeting, conference or training table.
Integrated media bar!

Media at a glance
Height
Width / length
Thickness
Table shape

Various fittings
Each of our folding tables can be provided with the fittings
of your choice. Page 6 shows you which fittings we have
on offer.

73 cm
40 - 80 cm / 120 - 180 cm
approx. 20 mm
rectangular

Protective screen
Many of our folding table models can be fitted with practical
screens (made of powder-coated perforated plate, for example). It prevents unwanted insights in a masterly way.

A short press on the integrated metal housing, and the “Media”
module opens as if by magic. The configuration between
shockproof socket, ISDN or CAT5 RJ45 connectors can be
chosen freely. All insets are clipped in, and - depending on
the individual requirements - can be replaced with a turn of
the wrist.
The major feature is: The modules can be connected with
each other in a row, i.e. from table to table. The contacts of
the plug-in connectors are safe to touch.

Multimedially extended
Upon request we provide each folding table model with
freely configurable media bars which permit uncomplicated
access to power and data supply.

Design Light
The lighter variant of the “Design” series
with a single column table fittings
The “Design Light” concept dispenses with superfluous
parts. For this reason, the folding table appears much lighter
and tidy. Nonetheless it meets all requirements of high
functionality.
Low stacking height of 7.5 cm only!

Its easy handling, the very low stacking height of only 7.5
cm and the very low weight facilitate daily work.
One person sets up and removes the “Design Light” without
a lot of effort.

Design Light at a glance

Fig. (1): The T fitting saves weight and lets the table
appear very filigree.

Height
Width / lenght
Thickness
Table shape
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73 cm
45 - 80 cm / 160 - 180 cm
approx. 30 mm
rectangular

Design Line
Stylish single-column folding table with
patented elliptical fittings
The new folding table “Design Line” is the innovative further development of our “Design Light” folding table. It is
fitted with patented table fittings with oval centre column
and integrated stacking buffer.
This new table fitting dispenses with the support brackets
which are required otherwise. In addition, we can do without a separate snap lock and swing-out catch. Everything
has been integrated in the new fitting already.

Table fitting with oval centre column
and integrated stacking buffer

The “Design Line” is entirely foldable and stackable, and
can be combined with every tabletop.
Special designs are possible!
Fig. (1): This picture shows the patented table fitting from
the bottom.

Design Line at a glance
Height
Width / length
Thickness
Table shape
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73 cm
45 - 80 cm / 120 - 180 cm
approx. 30 mm
rectangular

Fittings for folding tables
These fittings can be freely chosen
for each table model.
Surfaces:
Chromium-plated, satin chromium-plated and powder-coated in all RAL colours

T fitting, two-column

H fitting

Fitting
parliamentary one-column

Fitting
parliamentary two-column

T fitting, one-column

Sled-base fitting, two-column
as from a minimum width of 55 cm

Practical means of
transport
The robust transport trolley can be loaded up to a maximum
of 400 kg. Its four large and stable wheels with rubber tyres
(two of which are castors) ensure easy movement on every
surface.
Depending on the table model you can chose between the
transport carriage for round and square tables.
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